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To help bring oneAPI heterogeneous programing and tools to developers, Intel invests in research, technologies 
and education through Intel oneAPI Centers of Excellence to accelerate oneAPI ecosystem adoption for HPC, AI 
and Visualization. These oneAPI centers will deliver open-source code ports, additional hardware support, 
technologies and services, and developer training. Focus areas for each center follow. Learn more about Intel® 
Academic Program for oneAPI. 

HPC 
 

 

 

Argonne National Laboratory: Kalyan Kumaran's team works in close 
collaboration with Intel's oneAPI groups to improve support for and 
performance of various components critical to a range of science workloads for 
HPC, data and AI. The team's efforts — including the preparation of performant 
compilers, libraries and AI frameworks for next-generation GPUs, as well as 
hardware testing and application and profiling-tool development — will enhance 
the science productivity of these workloads on Aurora, Argonne's first exascale 
supercomputer.  

 

 

 

Durham University’s Computer Science Department set up the first Intel oneAPI 
Academic Center of Excellence in the U.K. It will conduct research on task-based 
programming using oneAPI development and champion oneAPI training. The 
center will extend the hyperbolic PDE engine ExaHyPE into a OneExaHyPE 
code that scales across a wide variety of GPU-accelerated machines. The 
algorithmic and methodological insights will be beneficial for many other 
simulation codes. The center ‘s focus will extend to creation of curriculum for 
Durham and universities worldwide. Read more. 
 

 
 

 

Heidelberg University Computing Center (URZ): URZ established a oneAPI 
Center of Excellence focused on bringing oneAPI support to AMD GPUs.  
Learn more. 
 June 2021 - Experiences in Using oneAPI 
 April 2021 - SYCL 2020 in hipSYCL: DPC++ features on AMD GPUs, 

NVIDIA GPUs and CPUs 
 Feb. 2021 - hipSYCL 0.9.0 - SYCL 2020 and oneAPI DPC++ features 

coming to hipSYCL 
 

 
 

 

Lobachevsky University in Nizhni Novgorod: This center facilitates studies in 
contemporary physics using the power of CPUs, GPUs and other accelerators 
with oneAPI cross-architecture programming. The first software to be ported to 
oneAPI by the UNN researchers is the open-source framework Hi-Chi (High-
Intensity Collisions and Interactions), which is intended for the simulation of high-
intensity laser-matter interactions. Learn more.  
 arxiv.org: High Performance Implementation of Boris Particle Pusher on 

DPC++. A First Look at oneAPI 
 SBER Smart Dev UNN oneAPI presentation 
 Blog: Performance Optimization (rus) 
 Particle pusher (Hi-Chi) article 
 Russia Supercomputing days tutorial announcement 
 PaCT presentation 

https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/tools/oneapi/training/academic-program.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/developer/tools/oneapi/training/academic-program.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/developer/tools/oneapi/training/academic-program.html
https://www.durham.ac.uk/departments/academic/computer-science/research/outreach/
https://www.urz.uni-heidelberg.de/en/2020-09-29-oneapi-coe-urz
https://www.oneapi.io/event-sessions/experiences-using-oneapi/
http://simplecore.intel.com/oneapi/wp-content/uploads/sites/74/Aksel-Alpay-SYCL-2020-in%CB%87HipSYCL-DPCC-features-on-AMD-GPUs....pptx
http://simplecore.intel.com/oneapi/wp-content/uploads/sites/74/Aksel-Alpay-SYCL-2020-in%CB%87HipSYCL-DPCC-features-on-AMD-GPUs....pptx
https://hipsycl.github.io/hipsycl/sycl2020/release/hipsycl-0.9/
https://hipsycl.github.io/hipsycl/sycl2020/release/hipsycl-0.9/
http://www.unn.ru/site/about/news/unn-and-intel-to-establish-oneapi-center-of-excellence
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.04579
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.04579
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q6OmayeymVU&t=10132s
https://habr.com/ru/company/intel/blog/549636/
http://russianscdays.org/workshop/IntelOneAPI
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Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory 
 

Oak Ridge National Lab is advancing the HeCBench repository, a valuable 
research tool for high-performance computing for developers. This open-
source repository contains dozens of benchmark codes to compare various 
approaches to heterogeneous parallel programming, including DPC++, SYCL, 
HIP, CUDA and OpenMP that developers can use to migrate to oneAPI. The 
oneAPI Center of Excellence that Dr. Zheming Jin is leading will study how 
these samples interact with the underlying hardware.  
 

 
 

Swedish e-Science Research Center (SeRC): Hosted at Stockholm University 
and the KTH Royal Institute of Technology, the SeRC’s oneAPI Center of 
Excellence is using oneAPI’s unified and heterogeneous programming model to 
accelerate research conducted with GROMACS, a widely used free and open 
source application designed for molecular dynamics simulation. 
 GROMACS adopt hipSYCL for future AMD GPU support 
 June 2021 - Experiences with adding SYCL support to GROMACS 
 

 

 

University of Illinois: The Beckman Institute for Advanced Science and 
Technology is bringing oneAPI programming to life sciences application NAMD 
in supporting heterogenous computing environments. NAMD, which simulates 
large biomolecular systems, is helping to tackle real-world challenges such as 
COVID-19. Learn more. 
 Porting NAMD to oneAPI DPC++ 
 

 
 
HPC & AI 

 

 

Old Dominion University’s Department of Computer Science oneAPI charter 
is optimizing unstructured-grid CFD kernels on Intel CPUs and Xe architecture 
GPUs at NASA Langley. The research will be led by Mohammad Zubair, Ph.D., 
professor in Computer Science, to use oneAPI to develop efficient 
implementations that can run on diverse architectures and help solve some of 
the most complex aerodynamic challenges. 
 

Chinese Academy of Sciences Institute of 
Computing Technology is focusing on 
driving standards for local Chinese 
hardware (CPU, GPU, FPGA and other 
accelerators); implementing Data Parallel 

C++ support for AMD GPU-based plugins, and accelerating oneAPI adoption through HPC and AI projects 
supporting heterogeneous architectures, research and curriculum. The aim is to simplify the development and 
migration of parallel programming software to take full advantage of hardware performance. The center will also 
promote co-developed open-source projects that contribute to establishing and advancing open industry 
standards. Learn more: Chinese press release (scroll down for English) 
 

  

https://github.com/zjin-lcf/HeCBench
https://e-science.se/2020/06/serc-intel-oneapi-coe/
https://e-science.se/2020/06/serc-intel-oneapi-coe/
https://enccs.se/news/2021/09/gromacs-adopts-hipsycl-for-amd-gpu-support/
https://www.oneapi.io/event-sessions/experiences-with-adding-sycl-support-to-gromacs/
https://go.illinois.edu/intel_coe_announcement
https://www.oneapi.io/event-sessions/porting-namd-oneapi-dpc/
https://newsroom.intel.cn/news-releases/intel-partners-with-cas-ict-to-establish-oneapi-center-of-excellence/
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HPC & Visualization 
 

 
 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville/Innovative Computing 
Laboratory/Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 
will accelerate oneAPI adoption through special HPC and high-end 
visualization projects supporting heterogeneous  architectures, research and 
curriculum. For HPC, the center will port the open source HPC Ginkgo library to 
oneAPI. The center will develop high-performance linear algebra components 
to achieve close-to-peak performance on multiple hardware architectures, 
which are then integrated and adopted by HPC projects to accelerate 
computing. This work extends Ginkgo library support to other accelerators – 
including taking advantage of current and future Intel Xe GPUs. For 
visualization, the center will provide high-end visualization as a service that can 
be universally accessible. The center will use Intel® oneAPI technologies, such 
as advanced ray tracing/rendering, and data and media processing, to 
accelerate computing across multiple architectures. Read more.  
 

 
AI 

 

 
 

University of California at Berkeley/Department of Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Sciences is creating a Center for Energy-Efficient Deep Learning as 
part of its Intel oneAPI Center of Excellence focusing on producing energy-
efficient algorithms and implementations for deep learning’s most 
computationally intensive workloads. The algorithms will be used in training 
recommendation systems and natural language understanding systems 
to help address important AI challenges. The center will use the oneAPI Deep 
Neural Network Library (oneDNN) and the oneAPI Collective Communications 
Library (oneCCL) to optimize this work, and oneAPI programming will 
significantly ease the development of portable implementations across multiple 
types of architectures. Read more. 
 

 
Graphics/Visualization 
The following organizations have expanded existing Intel Graphics Visualization Institutes of Xellence 
as oneAPI Centers of Excellence.  
  

 

Charles University’s Computer Graphics Group at the Faculty of Math and 
Physics will use the Intel® oneAPI Rendering Toolkit to help innovate sky model 
lighting simulations and integrate 3D and AI technologies for multiple usages. 
The center will also extend its clear sky model and other visualization 
technologies to oneAPI to support accelerator architectures, including 
upcoming Intel Xe GPUs. Read more. 
 

 

 

Northern Illinois University/Dept. of Computer Science, School of Art & 
Design will use oneAPI to accelerate and simplify complex data through visual 
transformations. The center will integrate oneAPI programming and Intel 
oneAPI Rendering Toolkit into its toolset to enable students’ research, and 
sharpen their skills writing single-source heterogeneous code to target a variety 
of architectures (CPUs + accelerators). Professors will also incorporate oneAPI 
into their courses. Read more. 
 

  

https://research.utk.edu/oried/2021/10/26/ut-teaming-with-intel-to-advance-hpc-visualization-through-oneapi/
https://newsletter.eecs.berkeley.edu/2021/10/ceedl/?_ga=2.107645954.1287708199.1635270866-65903985.1634841699
https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/tools/oneapi/rendering-toolkit.html
https://www.mff.cuni.cz/en
https://www.cs.niu.edu/oneAPI
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University of 
California at Davis 
 

University of California at Davis/ Visualization & Interface Design Innovation 
 Research Group will use oneAPI and the Intel  oneAPI  Rendering Toolkit 
 to deliver high-performance,  high-fidelity data visualization and analysis 
applications that scale  across Intel CPUs and GPUs, including Intel Xe 
 architecture.  Read more. 
 

 

University of Cambridge/Stephen Hawking Centre of Theoretical 
Cosmology will focus on advancing cosmological research, open-source code 
development, and in situ compute and visualization, as well as teaching 
computational and visualization coding techniques. Through using 
the Intel® DPC++/C++ Compiler and Intel® oneAPI Rendering Toolkit, the centre 
will optimize large-scale cosmology workflows that help drive new 
discoveries. Read more. 
 

 

 

University of Stuttgart Visualization Research Center (VISUS)  will work on 
cross-architecture  in situ  visualization  across  CPUs, GPUs, and other 
accelerators. The center will use  oneAPI programming  and  Intel 
oneAPI Rendering Toolkit for advanced ray tracing and parallelization 
capabilities to evolve the scalable, in situ  capable  backend of the visualization 
framework  MegaMol, which helps  study and  understand physical processes in 
fields like thermodynamics and porous media research. Read more. 
 

 

 
Texas Advanced  

Computing Center 
University of Texas at Austin 

University of Texas at Austin – Texas Advanced Computing Center 
(TACC) will power extreme-scale remote visual analysis using oneAPI 
and the Intel oneAPI Rendering Toolkit. TACC will use  oneAPI single-
source programming, Intel-optimized ray tracing libraries, plus Intel CPU and Xe 
GPU hardware for scientific simulations that employ algorithms and  techniques 
to deliver new science through  fast  in situ visual analysis. This will  enable 
 flexible, high-fidelity, high-performance interactive analysis across TACC 
computing platforms without having to implement device-specific routines for 
each system.  Read more. 
 

 

 

University of Utah/Scientific Computing and Imaging’s oneAPI center will 
improve large-scale simulations, data analytics  and  visualization  for  scientific  
workflows. To do this, it will advance research and development, teach the latest 
 visual computing  innovations in  ray tracing and rendering,  and  use  oneAPI  to 
deliver high-performance compute across heterogeneous architectures 
(CPUs; GPUs,  including upcoming  Intel Xe architecture;  and  other 
accelerators).  Read more. 
 

Notices & Disclaimers 
Your costs and results may vary.  
Intel technologies may require enabled hardware, software or service activation.  
Intel does not control or audit third-party data. You should consult other sources to evaluate accuracy.  
Copyright ©, Intel Corporation. All rights reserved. Intel, the Intel logo, Xeon, Core, VTune, and OpenVINO are trademarks of Intel 
Corporation or its subsidiaries in the U.S. and other countries. 
 
About Intel 
Intel (Nasdaq: INTC) is an industry leader, creating world-changing technology that enables global progress and enriches lives. Inspired by 
Moore’s Law, we continuously work to advance the design and manufacturing of semiconductors to help address our customers’ greatest 
challenges. By embedding intelligence in the cloud, network, edge and every kind of computing device, we unleash the potential of data to 
transform business and society for the better. To learn more about Intel’s innovations, go to newsroom.intel.com and intel.com. 

https://vis.cs.ucdavis.edu/oneAPI/news10262021.html
http://www.ctc.cam.ac.uk/
http://www.ctc.cam.ac.uk/
https://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/hawking-centre-for-theoretical-cosmology-named-intel-oneapi-center-of-excellence
https://www.visus.uni-stuttgart.de/en/news/news/VISUS-at-University-of-Stuttgart-Uses-oneAPI-to-Power-In-Situ-Visualization-in-MegaMol-00001/
https://www.tacc.utexas.edu/-/tacc-powers-extreme-scale-remote-visual-analysis-via-intel-oneapi-tools
https://www.sci.utah.edu/the-institute/news/138-general-news/730-oneapi.html
https://newsroom.intel.com/
https://www.intel.com/
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